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• introduction
• pilocytic astrocytoma: PA

– typical: cerebellar, optic nerve
– atypical: other locations

• pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA
• pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma: PXA
• take home messages • morphological imaging features

• non-morphological imaging features
• differential diagnosis

introduction

• WHO classification of CNS tumors
– currently 2016 4th edition
– new version on its way 

– histological diagnosis supplemented by molecular information
• IDH1 and IDH2: mutant vs wild type
• ATRX and 1p/19q codeletion
• H3K27M 
• CDKN2A/B
• BRAF alterations: fusion or mutation
• …
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it’s OK to use abbreviations!!!

isocitrate dehydrogenase
alpha-thalassemia X-linked mental retardation
histone H3 lysine27-to-methionine mutations
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor
v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B



circumscribed gliomas
• intraventricular

– ependymoma
– choroid plexus tumors

• parenchymal
– astrocytoma

• pilocytic astrocytoma: PA
• pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA
• pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma: PXA
• subependymal giant cell astrocytoma: SEGA

– ganglioglioma: GG, a mixed glioneuronal tumor

circumscribed gliomas
• intraventricular

– ependymoma
– choroid plexus tumors

• parenchymal
– astrocytoma

• pilocytic astrocytoma: PA WHO grade 1
• pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA WHO grade 2
• pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma: PXA WHO grade 2-3
• subependymal giant cell astrocytoma: SEGA

– ganglioglioma: GG, a mixed glioneuronal tumor (see you tomorrow…)      WHO grade 1

circumscribed astrocytomas

• usually have mutations in BRAF
– BRAF-fusion for (infratentorial) pilocytic tumors
– BRAF V600E (substitution) for supratentorial PXA, PMA, and GG

– most BRAF-mutant neoplasms are “fluid-secreting”, producing the characteristic 
appearance of a solid nodule of enhancement and a homogenous fluid-pool 
without peripheral enhancement

From: James G. Smirniotopoulos and Hans Rolf Jäger. Chapter 8. Differential Diagnosis of Intracranial Masses
Diseases of the Brain, Head and Neck, Spine 2020–2023: Diagnostic Imaging. Hodler J, Kubik-Huch RA, von 
Schulthess GK, editors. Cham (CH): Springer; 2020.

BRAF-mutated circumscribed astrocytomas
• pilocytic astrocytoma
• pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma
• ganglioglioma
• pilomyxoid astrocytoma

fluid-secreting neoplasms usually show 
contrast enhancement limited to a nodule 
with a peripheral puddle of fluid 

From: James G. Smirniotopoulos and Hans Rolf Jäger. Chapter 8. Differential Diagnosis of Intracranial Masses
Diseases of the Brain, Head and Neck, Spine 2020–2023: Diagnostic Imaging. Hodler J, Kubik-Huch RA, von 
Schulthess GK, editors. Cham (CH): Springer; 2020.

BRAF alterations in different 
pediatric LGG &  glial-

neuronal tumors 

• KIAA1549-BRAF fusion
• BRAF V600E mutation
• others…



pilocytic astrocytoma
• harbor single genetic alterations in genes encoding proteins of the MAPK* 

pathway
– fusions of BRAF with KIAA1549
– BRAF V600E point mutation
– alterations of NF1, FGFR1 or NTRK family genes

• different localizations of PA are associated with different frequencies of 
molecular alterations
– posterior fossa tumors harboring a BRAF fusion in up to 80-90% of cases
– supratentorial lesions showing this alteration in only about 60% of cases

• BRAF fusions are less frequent in the adult population 
– 30% of patients of 31-40 years 
– 7% of patients older than 40 years of age

*mitogen-activated protein kinaseReinhardt et al. Acta Neuropath. 2018
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– fusions of BRAF with KIAA1549
– BRAF V600E point mutation
– alterations of NF1, FGFR1 or NTRK family genes

• different localizations of PA are associated with different frequencies of molecular 
alterations
– posterior fossa tumors harboring a BRAF fusion in up to 80–90% of cases
– supratentorial lesions showing this alteration in only about 60% of cases

• BRAF fusions are less frequent in the adult population 
– 30% of patients of 31-40 years 
– 7% of patients older than 40 years of age
–

*mitogen-activated protein kinase

BRAF fusions are considered a molecular hallmark 
of WHO grade 1 PA with a typically favorable 

outcome

Reinhardt et al. Acta Neuropath. 2018

pilocytic astrocytoma

WHO, grade 1

pilocytic astrocytoma: PA

• initially described by Harvey Cushing in 1931
• most common pediatric CNS tumor
• most common pediatric cerebellar tumor

• association with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)
– PA is found in 15-21% of NF1 patients
– optic pathway (nerve, chiasm) glioma (OPG)

• < 6 years of age
• M:F = 1:2
• 1/3 of patients with OPG have NF1

WW I
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pilocytic astrocytoma: PA

• initially described by Harvey Cushing in 1931
• most common pediatric CNS tumor
• most common pediatric cerebellar tumor

• association with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)
– PA is found in 15-21% of NF1 patients
– optic pathway (nerve, chiasm) glioma (OPG)

• < 6 years of age
• M:F = 1:2
• 1/3 of patients with OPG have NF1

pilocytic astrocytoma: PA
• prototype of low-grade circumscribed glial tumor
• may arise throughout the neuraxis
• certain sites are preferred

– cerebellum (60%)
– optic nerve and chiasm 

• but, may also occur in:
– hypothalamus
– pons
– medulla
– tectum
– cerebral hemispheres 

Gaudino S et al. Childs Nerv Syst 2016

‘cyst with mural nodule’
infiltrative



pilocytic astrocytoma: PA
• prototype of low-grade circumscribed glial tumor
• may arise throughout the neuraxis
• certain sites are preferred

– cerebellum (60%)
– optic nerve and chiasm 

• but, may also occur in:
– hypothalamus
– pons
– medulla
– tectum
– cerebral hemispheres 

imaging pattern can resemble more aggressive and 
infiltrative lesions

risk of misdiagnosis in other locations!!!
Gaudino S et al. Childs Nerv Syst 2016
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tumor

pilocytic astrocytoma: PA

Gaudino S et al. Childs Nerv Syst 2016

imaging findings

morphological features
(CT), MRI

imaging features - MRI
imaging features vary with location
• 2 main types:

– expansive: cerebellum, cerebral hemispheres
• well-circumscribed, round-oval mass, solid and cystic components
• solid part: 

– hypointense on T1-wi, hyperintense on T2-wi and FLAIR
– intense contrast enhancement: open tight junctions and fenestrae of endothelial 

cells with contrast extravasation
• cystic part: in 50% of cases, the wall of the cysts does not enhance; the fluid 

content is isointense to slightly hyperintense compared to CSF
• calcifications and hemorrhage are rare
• usually little or no surrounding edema

– infiltrative: elongating and widening the optic nerve/chiasm
Gaudino S et al. Childs Nerv Syst 2016
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T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC



cyst content on FLAIRT2-wi

FLAIR

PA has numerous oddities that can simulate a more 
aggressive appearance

• appear well circumscribed, but may infiltrate surrounding brain tissue 
• enhances intensely, although it is not a high-grade neoplasm
• metastatic spread (rare) can occur, without associated increased 

mortality
• may spontaneously resolve in patients with NF1
• MR spectroscopy

– high choline
– lactate doublet (1.33ppm)

H1-MRS

case courtesy: A. Rossi, Genova/IT

imaging findings

non-morphological features
DWI, PWI, MRS

non-morphological features
• DWI: high ADC values: 

– loose stroma in PA

• PWI: low rCBV; characteristic first-pass curve
– open tight junctions and fenestrae of endothelial cells with contrast 

extravasation into the interstitial space

• H1-MRS: 
– high choline
– lactate doublet (1.33 ppm)

a 15-year-old girl

• longstanding headaches, medication-resistent
• CT (not shown): TC in the left thalamus

case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT



FLAIR T2-wi GRE-T2*

T2-wi T1-wi +Gd T1-wi + Gd

case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT

FLAIR T2-wi DWI

Case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT

case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT

characteristic first-pass curve 

• rCBV <1.5
• first-pass curve crosses the baseline

normal brain tissue PA & lymphoma       meningioma
glioma/metastasis mother in law case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT



cerebellar PA

60%

T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

cerebellar PA
4 predominant imaging patterns after Gd-injection

• cystlike mass with an enhancing cyst wall and intensely enhancing mural nodule: 46% 

• cystlike mass with a nonenhancing cyst wall and intensely enhancing mural nodule: 21%

• predominantly solid mass with minimal to no cystlike components: 17% 

• necrotic mass with a central nonenhancing zone: 16%

Pencalat P et al. J Neurosurg 1999

cerebellar PA

cerebellar PA - DD

• hemangioblastoma
– older age group
– flow voids, arising from serpiginous supplying vessels
– peritumoral edema
– elevated rCBV

• ependymoma
– plastic tumor
– DWI

• medulloblastoma
– DWI

l

case courtesy: G. Wilms, Leuven/BE

hemangioblastomas

von Hippel-Lindau syndrome
T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd



PWI: perfusion-weighted imaging

rCBV = 8 -10

JPAJJJJPPPPAAAA

rCBV = 1.1

ependymoma

UMCN 0692879

medulloblastoma (group 4?)T1-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

T1-wi + Gd

optic nerve
hypothalamic-optochiasmatic

optic pathway PA

• involve the optic chiasm, optic nerves, and optic tracts

• optic nerve (one or both nerves)
– enlargement
– elongation
– buckling of the optic nerve
– optic canal may be enlarged



a 3.5-year-old boy

case courtesy: P.M. Parizel, Antwerp/BE-Perth/AU – CHOP Philadelphia/PA-USA 1992

a 3.5-year-old boy

case courtesy: P.M. Parizel, Antwerp/BE-Perth/AU – CHOP Philadelphia/PA-USA 1992

a 3.5-year-old boy

case courtesy: P.M. Parizel, Antwerp/BE-Perth/AU

hypothalamic-optochiasmatic PA

• expansile, well-circumscribed solid mass
• optic chiasm/optic tract
• microscopically infiltrative, involving the hypothalamus and 

thalamus and the 3rd ventricle
• a variable cystic component may be present, especially in large 

tumors and sporadic PA
• T2-wi: hyperintense to gray matter
• contrast enhancement is usually moderate to marked
• fleck-like tumor calcifications may be observed

T1-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd

T2-wi

small

T1-wi + Gd

T1-wi

big



DWI

FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd

T2-wi

ADC

T1-wi T2-wi T1-wi +Gd

T2-wi T1-wi T1-wi +Gd
huge

hypothalamic-optochiasmatic PA

• when the tumor is mostly solid, PA should be differentiated 
from:
– pilomyxoid astrocytoma
– pituitary macroadenoma
– germinoma
– meningioma
– …

pilomyxoid astrocytoma

WHO, grade 2

pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA

• a newly described neoplasm, young children (mean age: 3.33 years)
• originally considered just a ”infantile" variant of PA
• now recognized as a distinct entity
• unique histological appearance
• differs from PA in its presentation as well as its clinical course

Osborn A. Osborn’s brain

pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA

• may occur anywhere along the neuraxis
• strong geographic predilection for the suprasellar region
• ±60% center in the hypothalamus/optic chiasm, often extending into 

both temporal lobes
• 40% of PMAs occur in atypical locations, mostly the cerebral 

hemispheres
• PMAs in the cerebellum or 4th ventricle are rare

Osborn A. Osborn’s brain



pilomyxoid astrocytoma: PMA

Osborn A. Osborn’s brain

• imaging findings of PMA are similar to those of PA!!!

– tumors often display solid and cystic components
– T2 signal intensity and ADC values are generally higher in PMA, reflecting the 

higher proportion of myxoid matrix in these tumors
– ±20% show intratumoral hemorrhage on T2* (GRE, SWI), which is very rare in 

PAs
– strong but heterogeneous enhancement
– CSF dissemination is common with PMA, so the entire neuraxis should be imaged

case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT

T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

DWI T2-wi

a 4-year-old girl

T1-wi + Gd

case courtesy: S. Gaudino, Rome/IT

T2-wi

3D TOF

T2-wi (CISS)

very, very bright!!!

how to discriminate 
PMA from PA ?

how to discriminate 
PMA from PA ?

• very young age 
• suprasellar region
• bulky mass
• hemorrhage
• leptomeningeal spread/CSF dissemination

a 16-month-old girl

• referred from The Netherlands
• visual problems
• mass lesion in the brain



T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

pilocytic astrocytoma

so… maybe this one

T1-wi T2-wi T1-wi +Gd
pilocytic astrocytoma

T1-wi

T2-wiT1-wi + Gd T1-wi + Gd

T1-wi + Gd

PA in other locations

cerebral hemispheres
brainstem & medulla

spinal cord

a 15-year-old boy

ER: seizures



T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

T2 wi

DWIDWIDWIDWIDWIDDGRE T2*

T1-wi + Gd

T1-wi T2-wi FLAIR

T1-wi + Gd DWI ADC

spinal astrocytomas in children

• pilocytic astrocytoma
• WHO, grade I
• circumscribed
• eccentric, exophytic
• enhancement!



atypical PA
• rare cases of PA, particularly in older patients, can have a more aggressive 

clinical behavior
– anaplastic histological features (increased nuclear atypia, increased mitotic activity, 

prominent endothelial proliferation)
– homozygos CDKN2A/B deletion
– ATRX loss/mutation

• separate entity
– WHO classification 2016: pilocytic astrocytoma with anaplasia
– upcoming classification: high-grade astrocytoma with piloid features
– cerebellum
– unfavorable course

Osborn A, ESNR Web Lectures, season 1, 13th lecture

ttypiypiypiaaa, iincreased mitotic activity,y, 

ll i

pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma

WHO, grade 2

pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma: PXA
• rare tumor: about 1% of all brain tumors
• circumscribed tumor of astrocytic origin
• typically seen in young adults, rare in children
• supratentorial cortical mass: temporal lobe     50%
• superficial location: cortical
• long-standing partial complex seizures
• involvement of the leptomeninges, dural attachment
• dural invasion? : variable data in the literature

– incomplete resection of infiltrated dura: recurrent tumor
• malignant transformation (20%)

Raz E et al. Cancer Imaging 2012
Koeller KK and Henry JM. RadioGraphics 2001

pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma: PXA

Barkovich AJ and Raybaud C. Pediatric Neuroimaging, 5th ed.
Osborn AG. Osborn’s brain

rooooooooooocccccyyyyy
imaging:
• well-circumscribed mass
• solid component:

– isodense to gray matter on CT (DD with PA)
– isointense to gray matter on T1- and T2-wi (DD with PA)
– hyperintense to gray matter on FLAIR
– homogeneous/heterogeneous enhancement
– no restricted diffusion (DD with PNET)
– hemorrhage has been described; calcification is rare
– leptomeningeal invasion is common: dural tail (2/3)
– erosion of the inner table of the calvarium

• large or small cysts in 50% of cases
– variable cyst wall enhancement

• marked vasogenic edema

PXA – coexisting lesions

• cortical dysplasia

• as a composite tumor, in association with other 
neuronal/neuronoglial tumors
– ganglioglioma

Sugita Y et al. Brain Tumor Pathol 2009



imaging:
– ‘cyst with mural nodule’

pathology: 
– 2 distinct neoplastic components
– ganglioglioma with PXA constituting the gliomatous

component of the tumor

From: Sugita Y et al. Brain Tumor Pathol 2009

T2-wi T1-wi + Gd

T1-wi + GdT1-wi

T2-wi FLAIR T1-wi + Gd

GRE T2*

• DD:
– ganglioglioma
– pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma (PXA)
– (pilocytic astrocytoma)

T2-wi FLAIR T1-wi + Gd

• DD:
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– (pilocytic astrocytoma)

T2-wi FLAIR T1-wi + Gd

causes of temporal lobe epilepsy

• most common = mesial temporal sclerosis
• tumor-associated temporal lobe epilepsy

– ganglioglioma (40%)
– DNET (20%)
– diffuse low-grade astrocytoma (20%)
– other (20%)

• pilocytic astrocytoma
• pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma
• oligodendroglioma

Osborn AG. Osborn’s brain



a 6-year-old girl

• ER: absences, tics, focal complex seizures
• MRI

PXA, WHO grade 2


